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THE FORMATION OF ?fICROVILLI

G. F. Osterl, J. D. tlurray2
●nd

G. H. 0de113

Center for Nonlinear Studies
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico $7545 USA

ABSTR4CT Hicrovilli on cells frequently
display a regular hexagonal packing pattern.
We present here ● model for how this regular
pattern is ●stablished and how the microvilli
● re ●xtruded from the cell. The ~del is
based on the viscoelastic properties of thr
actomyosin gel in the cell cortex,

INTRODUCTION

Hicrographs of the cellular surface frequently show
populations of ●icrovilli which ar~ arrayed in a regular
hexagonal packing (see Fig. 1). In this paper we propose
an ●xplanation for the beginning stages of this hexagonal
pattern. We show that this kind of pattern tan ●ris< from
tbc mechanic~l properties of the contractile ●ctomyosln gcl
that constitutes the cellular cor*.cx. If our reamoning is
correct, it nuggerts a possiklc mechanism for the subsequent
development of the ●icrovil] This smae model my apply LO
the development of stcreocllia on hair cells of the inljcr
car, for Lhcy too appear in a hrxagonal array.
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Our ●nalysis is based on the following sequence of
●vents. First, the ●ctomyosin gel is tri~ered to contract,
presumably by ● rise in cytosolic calci-. We show that,
becmuse of Zhe mechanochemical properties of actossyosin, ●

contracting gel camot remain unifomly distributed, but
●ssembles itself into m hexagonal tension structure. The
pattern thus ●stablished creates ●rrsys of lacume which
are less dense in Sctomyoain . (hmotic pressure tkn
expands these regions outward to initirte the microvilli.

In order to implement the above scenario, we ●ust
formulate ● mathematical model that describem the
mechanochemistry of the cytogel cortex. So ●s to make the
paper ●ccessible tu the nonmthmatical reader we shall
present the model ●s “word ●qu~tions,” ●nd sequester the
mathematical treatment in the Appendix.

THE H.ECHANICS OF ACTI~N GEM

In this section we outline the model cytoaei upon which
our predictions ● re based. A more c~lete account cmn be
found in Oster & Odell, (1984a,b); Hurray & Oster, (1984a,b);
Flurray, Oster & tlaini, (1984); Oster, (1985); Well, [1985].

The biological ●ssumptions underlying the model ● rt:

(A) The subcorticml region bene~th the ●pical membrane
of a cell consists largely of mn Jctin-dense gel.

(B) The gel can contract by s sliding filament mecha-
nism involving ❑yosin cross-brid~es linking the
actin fibers.

We sttall show that these assumptions ● re sufficient to
● nsure that ●n ●ccin sheet will not rema in spatially
homogeneous , but can form a periodic array of actin fibers.
This arrangement of actin fibers could provide the frsmework
for the extrusion of the m~crovilli by osmotic forces.

Actomyosin Gcl is a Fibrous Network

The contractile machinery of the cortical cytogcl is
formidably complica~ed, involving no L only ttlc fibrous
actomyosin and associated proteins but thr chtm~cal
machinery which regulates ccntrsctior ● s well. Fig. 2 gives
a C>rtoon Smary of the plincipal components of this
contractile appsratus . For our purposes, however, UP nerd
noL deal with the cortex ● t such ● detailed Level. w
asst~mpt ion (A) wc shall view th~ cortex as a gel : thmt is:
a fibrous rlastic matrix wh~ch c-an contract. Thr mechanical
propcrtlrs of such a grl a rr descrlb~d by macroscopic
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STRESS MACROSCOPIC
DESCRIPTION
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Fig. 2. The cortical cytogel consists of (i) actin and
myosin polymers which generate the ‘traction forces
(Ii) solation and gelation ●nzymet which control
the connectivity of the ~el, ●nd thus its viscosity
●nd elasticity, und (iii) a complex of ckiemic:l
facto!s (calcium, ATP, cAtfP, calmodulin, ● tc j
which control the ●ctivity o! the contraciiic ma–

chinery ●nd the solation/gelation actors. However ,
insofar as the ●acroscopic properties of viscosity
and elasticity ● re conc~rn~d, wc can treat the
viscoelamtic properties of the cortical cytogrl as
a field of mechanical cl-nts, (es. a viscous
‘dashpot,’ an ●lastic ‘spring,’ and ●n active con-
Lractlle component). The macroscopic uchanical
properties of the cytogcl arc then contained in
the viscosity, p, the elsstic modulus, E, and the
mctiv? Lrac(.ion pcr fiber, 1.

. .



viscosity ●nd ●lastic coefficients. However, in order
for tb” macroscopic description to capture the mechanical
consequences of che ●icros[ ~pic mechanism these coefficients
must hsve certain properti , which we discuss below.

The Gel is in Mechanical Equilibrium

Consider ● small volume ●lemmt of cyto~el. In order
that the element be in mechanical ●quilibrium with the sur-
rounding cytogel the contraction forces generated within the
volume ●lement must just balance the tractions imposed on it
by its surroundings .

External Forces = Sum of internally generated
forces (1)

Equation (1) ●ust hold regardless of the nature oi the
Mt.erial, since iL merely reflects the balance of forces
required to maintain mechanical ●quilibrium. In order to
eodel the cytogel specifically, wc ●ust specify how the
stress (force/unit area) generated by a VOIW elewrtt

of cytogel depends on the strain (deformation) of the
UOIU ●leraent.

The Hechanochemical Properties oi Act~yosin Gel

Suppose tbe actin cor:ex were a passive viscoelastic
gel. Then, in a l-diwnsio al strip of cytogcl, the stress
developed by the cyrogel co ld be represented ●S ● “sr ing”
●n i “dasbpot” in palallel as shown in Fig. 2 (i.e., a

Keivin solid; :.f. Bird, e. al., 1977) If such ●n element
is stretched, it responds wiLh a resisting stress (force/
unit area) according to the relation:

Applied stress = - (Viscous stress + Passive elastic
stress)

An acLcmyosin g?l diff~rc. t ;om this simple mechanical ,ana-
log in three crucial ways.

1. “rhe slidin~ fila~nt ■echanism underlying the active
c-ont.[action has the property tha: ●s the gel coutracts ●ore
myosin cross-b~-id~s are brought into play, and so the
<t rengLh of contraction increases tloreovcr, since the
actomyosin fibers of the gel act in parallel, the strength
of contraction increasts as the fiber density increases

c



Since contraction tends to concentrate fibers, this ●lso
increases the strength of contraction ●s the gel contracts.
Consequently, cytogel has the important mechanical char-
●cteristic that ~ ~ ccntrscts ~ @ stronger. That is,
the force generated by the cytogel stri~~!aries according
to the relationship:

Active Traction Force Icreases with fiber
density, and decreases tith strain. (2)

The stimulus for ●ctomyosin contraction involves a calcium
pathway; however, as shovn in the Appendix, we need not
deal with this ●~licitly in the present discussion.

2. A gel consists of ●n osmotica~~y SWUi].CD pol’ymer net-
work (Tanaka, 1981; Oster, 1985); therefore, the contraction
of the gel strip due to active contraction and passive
elasticity is opposed by the osmotic swelling pressure.
Thus the stress-strain response of a cytogel strip is
characterized by the relation (c.i. Fig. 3):

Applied s~ress = Osmotic pressure - Passive ●lasticity
- Active contraction - Viscous stress (3)

The crucial mechanical feature of cyt~gel is the S-shaped
stress-strain curve; Fig. 38 shows graphically how the
components of Eq. (3) add to produce this characteristic.

3. An actomyosin gel is a dynamic structure; that is, the
actin fibers are constantly being depolymerlzed and repoly-
merized. Thus there is a chemical balance between the
fibrous (gel) phase and the fra~nted, or monomer, phase
(sol). If the fiber contra~ts, th~ deilsltv of gel in-

creases , ●nd the depolymerizatiou (sola?iou) rate increases.
Conversely, if the gel is dilated, so its defisity decreases,
t-he equilibrium is shifted towards gelation. This iS

illustrated in Fig. 3b.

Cytogcl is Spatially Unstable

The simple properties enumerated ●bove turn oili LO be
sufficient to ensure that an initially uniform volume of
cytogrl, if it consacuccs actively to conLra~t, will not
rf-~a~n lu~lfn.m , hut uill. fnr-m c~olllmr~—–—. spat~a! s~~uctures.

UC show in the Appendix that, as the traction of the
gel incrrases, the spatial!.y unifm.rn st~tr becomes unstable
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Fig. 3. (a) As stress u (force/Uit area) is applied to
lit responds by elongating. Thea strip of cytoge

equilibrium strain (fr~ctional elongation, E =
(1,-L )/L ) is reached when the stresses developed
by t%e ?ytogel just balance the applied stress.
The internal stresses arz composed of the osmotic
prcssllre, U which tends to dilate the gel,
the active ~?’%~~~’aactivep which Lends to contract
the gel, and the passlvc elastic stress, u

4’which is contractile when the strip is in te~ ?~n
(c > 0) and expensiv? when the strip is iu compres-

contraction the stress-strain curve, CJA(&) is S-
shaped. (b) The unstressed gel (G) is In chcm~cal
equilibrium with the sol (S). When the gel con-
1 racts, the dcnsiLy of gcl increases and the chem-
ical eqL’ilihrium shifts toward the sol phase; when
L!le gel is {ii lated thr gel density drcreases , SO
!ha[ thr equilibrium is shifLed (.owards the gel
phasr Thus Lhr equilihr”i~m xel fracLion is an
increasing func[ ion of .Jtraic,
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●cd the fibers comence t~ accumulate iE periodic foci~ as
shown in Fig. k. The spacing and geometq of the foci
depend on tke specific values of the traction, viscosity

●nd ●lasticity coefficients ●nd on the boundary conditions.
We shall present the full amlysis, &long with numerical
simulations ●lsewhere. The linear analysis given in the
Appendix shows US what to ●xpect.

Intuitively, it is not hard to see why the gel cannot
stay uniform once it c-ences to contract: if a small
region initiates contraction it immediately gains a mechan-
ical advantage over neighboring regions, since more actin
becomes concentrated there ●nd ● s the fibers contract they
grow stronger. That is, contraction is autocatalytic .
Eventually, the swelling pres~ure ●nd the passive ●lastic
component of t.be cysogcl will ●quilibrate with the active
contractiofi, but the gel will no longer be uniform.

At first, it ●ight seem surprising LhaL the foci of
corrtraction will rot be randomly disper~ed throughout the
volume, but rather form regular periodic ●rrays, with hex-
agonal. square or rhombic spacing. However, it turns out
that in tilis situation, as in numerous other physical
systems, hehaBonal packinB is the expected configuration:
anything ●lse would be surprising. The reason is that
●ach focus is surrounded by a circular domain of highly
strained gel; within this region contraction is suppressed.
Thus the packing of the foci resembles the packing of iden-
tical disks in a plane, a process which produces a hex~gonal
packing array.

Our analysis shows that a uniform field of contractile
cytogel will spontaneously form a regular pattern of dense
foci . However, if the foci form sequentially from an initi-
ation site Lhen it is ●asy to show that the pattern of foci
will alternate: each new row forms in the space between
the previous !.oci. Such a progressive, or “wave-like” con-
densation pattern iueviLably leads to a hexagonally sym-
metric pattern (Fig. 4). The mechanisms for generating a
w~v~ ~f &v~~nrimmnt g~~~~~ thm r-n Fnrtmw ~ ~~~——-- Aicrn,ccmrl---- . - - - ----- -. ----- ----

in detail in Cheer, et al. , (1985).

Osmotic Pressure Initiates the llicrovilli

The tension generated by the actomyosin fibers aligns
the gel along the directions of stress. Thus the crintract-
ing gel forms a “Lension structure” consisting of bands of
aligned fibers in a hcxagonsl array (Fig. lb and 4b). Be-
iwccn Ehe actin dense regions the gel is depleted, and thus
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Fig. 4. (A) A strip of cytogel is mechanically unstable:
if the fiber traction, T, andlor the fiber densiLY,
n, is increased beyond a certain critical value,
T , the uniform distribution of fiber density gives
w$y to stable perio~lic aggregations .
(b) A planar sheet of cytogel will support hexag-
onally packed aggregation foci when the traction
and/or fiber density exceeds the critical value.
The regions between foci are highiy strained, thLIS
producing alignment of the actin fibers, which ❑ay
enhance crosslinkinp. The interstices between the
aggregations are depicted of gel, and thus less
able to resist the turgor pressure in the cytogel.
So the cell. surface WI1l bulge out in these re-
gions (i.e. perpendicular Lo the plane of the
figure), ~hus initiating the field of ❑icrovilli.
Note that since the actin-dense foci are hexagon-
ally packed, so will be the packing of the micro–
villi which form in the regions of low gel de,~sity.



less able to resist the osmotic swelling pressure aiways
present in the cell interior. We postulate that this
turgor is sufficient to cornsnce to extrude the cortex
into incipient microvilli.

Stereocilia May Initiate by the Same Mechanism

H&ir cells are the sensory transducers in the inner
● ar that convert acoustical pressure waves into nerve im-
pulses. The apical surface of ●ach cell is covered by a
regular array of rod-like protuberances, the stereocilia.
The stereocilia which adorn the mature hair cell are, like
the microvilli, packed in a nearly hexagonal array (cf.
Hudspeth, 1983). This array conanences as a field of small
regularly spaced nodes which later grow into rods, each of
which is filled with aligned actin fibers. While the
structure of the stereocilia and its role in acoustical
sensing has been much studied (cf. Hudspeth, 1983), the
question of what generates the pattern of stereocilia on
●ach cell has hardly been addressed. In light of the above
discussion, it is tempting to nominate the same process
we have proposed for the initiation and osmotic inflation
of ❑icrovilli is responsible for laying down the primordia
for stereocilia.

CONCLUSIONS

Hexagonal patterns of microvilli and stereocilia arise
on the apical surface of hair cells. By an~lyzing the Mech-
anical properties of the actomyosia gel comprising the cell
cortex we have concluded that Lhe hexagonal patterns can
arise solely as a consequence of the mechanical instability
of a contractile gel.

The cytoskeleton inserts into ttie membrane at various
loci via specialized pro;eins such as vinculin. However,
we have not mentioned the cell membrane in our discussion
since it is not mechanically significant in ❑aintaining
cell shape. Nor have we discussed the naLure of the cross-
linking molecules which unite the actin fibers into a gel.
However, crosslinking is surely ●nhanced when fiber density
is increased and fibers are aligned in parallel. In some
instances crosslinking is strougly influenced by pli. The
rise in pli that frequently follows a calcium increase could
be the agent which in]tiates the crosslinking of the actin
fibers. Howevrr, th~ model deals only wi~h the inrrption of
the ❑icrovilli and their spatial patrern. A ❑ore ●laborate
mode L is required to investigate tht.se subsequent events.
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A.PPllNDICES

Hociel Equations

Iri this Appendix we briefly describe the mathematical
❑odel anti the analysis which points to the spatial struc-
tures discussed in the text. flore complete accounts can
be Iound In the references cited in the text. For sim-
plicity, we shall give oL~y the l-dimensional analysis;
typical 2 and 3-dimensional analyses are given in tfurray
and Oster (1984a,b).

The model cytogel consists of a 2-component viscoelas-
tic continuum (sol zud gel) whose state is regulated by
calcium ions. That is, the actomyosin gel consists of the
crosslinked fibrous components, and we consider the sol to
consist of all of the non-crosslickrd components (fibers
and monomers). Tht state of the cytogel is specified by
giving the sol, gel and calcium concentration distributions
along with the mechanical state of strain fif the gel. Thus
we define the fcllowing field quantities:

S(x,t) = the concentration of sol at posj.tion x and time t.
G(x,t) = the concentration of gel at position x and time t.

C(x,t) = the concentration of calcium at position x and time
L.

~(x,t) = the local strain = ~u/~x, where u is the displace-
❑ent of material point~ from their original posi-
tion.

tlass Balance Equations

The conservation equations gov~rning the sol, gel and

calcium are (where subscripts denote partial differr=n~ation):

The terms (SUE) and (CU ) are the convections of sol and
gel, 7rr:;pccclvr y, by tfirx cytogr] moving at velocity II

llottrsol ;~nd grl may dlffu:.r, &al(hough the diffusion of g 1
is rm][h rrrorc rrstrlcted than lhe SO1 by v~rtue of its cross-

links. The functloll F(S,G,C) ~S \hr sol-gel r~actlon, and
is given by the followinp, exprrfislorl:



.

k+

k_

Fig. Al. The gelation rate (k+) and solation rate (k ) as

functions of strain, &.

o



F(S, G,C) = k+(c)S - k-(c)G . (A4)

We assume that as the sol is dilated (t increasing) its
decsity decreases and so the mass action rate of gelation
increase. Conversciy, when the Bel contracts,
density

the gel
increases ●nd the solation rate increase~. Hence

the gel concentration may increase with increasing strain
(Cf. Fig. 3b & Oster 6 Odell, 1984a,b). Thus the quali-
tative form of the gelatlor nnd solatioc rate frictions ● re
shown in Fig. Al.

Force Balance Equation

The 5alancc of forces within the cytogel involves the
following stresses (force/~lnit area of cytogel) (Oster,
1985):

%
= viscous sLL”f?ss due to the hydrodyn.-.m ~ c!r.,g between

the gel fibers and the fluid component of lhe cytogel,
as well as the dissipation involved in the actomyosin
sliding filament mechanism.

‘E
Y the elastic forces generatrd by the gel fibers .

This is largely entropic in origin; i.e. arising
from the thermal ❑otion of the polymer strands.

(3
A

= the activt! contraction forces generatrd by the
sliding filament ❑cchanlsm of the actomyo ,n fibers.

‘o
= the osmotic swelling pressure of the gel.

Since inert ii] forcrs arc negllgi~lc the force balance for
thr cytogrl is:

().V - a = wax[uv + LIE + (-JA + O.] (AS)

(J -- n/~l+c) -- GE(c, - 1,1. ) w)/(1+#) - Gpf. (A(,)
XX 1



●ctive and viscons stresses, since they ●ct through the

agent of the gel fibers. The term Lcxx in the elastic
stress arises from the fibrous ,ature of the gel (Cf.
Hurray & Oster, op. cit.). The active contraction is
triggered by calcium, and so ~(c) is ●? increasing
function of c.

Thus the model equations consist of the three ❑ ass
balance equations (Al-3) and the force balance equatim
(A5) , along with the con~titutive relations for F(S,G..c),
B(C,&) and O, and the appropriate bounda~ and inltlal
conditions.

A Simplified trodel Syst ‘m

Tl,e model system drscribed abo”lc is quite complex,
even for numerical simulation. However, the basic pattern
forming mechanism can bc appreciated by ❑aking the fullowing
si~plifications.

Suppuse that the time scale for diffusion of the sol
and calcium is much fazt.cr than the motion of the gel.
Then , from equations (Al, A3) wc can take S and c to be es-
sentially constant. Thus S and c app-ar only as parameters
in equations (A2, A5), and we ❑ay replace I(C) by I and S

byS. Thu~ we can ifhtrgratr the force balance equation
(A5)1c obtain, with (A6)

whe re

H(G,c) = rt/(1+1) - GT/(I+C2) - GE(c - I.I:Xx) - [J(,. (AH)

G + (GII ) Y k+(t)s - k (c)G + 1).(;
K Lx o — (1 xx



from diffusioo-reaction models, its presence here simply
enhances the pattern formation potential of the system-

Linear Analysis and +attern Selection

BY nondimens< onalizing the ●uqations we both reduce
the parameter count ●nd isolate the competing physical
processes. We choose the following nondimension’ lization :

@ = G/S ** = 3x/L , t* = tE/p, N= n/SoE
o’

k * = k-p/E, 00* = oo/SoEk+* = k+p/Em -

D+I = D+J/LE) T* = I/E, ~k=~ (A1O)

Substituting these quantities Into (A7) and (A9), and drop-
ping the asterisks for notational simplic~ty, we obtain the
dimensionless equations:

Get = G&xx + f(c:c)

GL + (Gut)x = DGXX +

where

G(G,t)

f(G,&) ❑ -CIo + rI/(l+c) - GV(l+fi2)

g(G,c) = h+(c) - k (r_)G

(All)

GE (A12)

Figure N shows the }1’IiksF planr associated with (Ali)
,Iml (A12) obLoined by supl)rcsslng the sp~tial terms. The
flilllclincs inLersrrL AL I rtatlonary st.lte, P, whose loca-

1 10II can be placed .-ls s howll by a{ijustirlg the system

p.lramr[rrs .tpproprialrly.

W liltFari7r >hr)ut l-’ and rx3mi or Lhr pcrturbat ion

l?(~lla( lolls ill tIIF II:;IJiIl fashion (St-r , for Fhamplr, Htlrray,
1’181.1):

II +(;V = 1)(1xx + g .11
t

+ R(V() t (J
(All)



The key to diagnosing spatial structures is the dis-
persion relation obtained by substituting the trial solutions

(upv) - ●Ateikx (A15)

where A is the linear growth rate of a ❑ode with wave number
k. A is given as the roots of the quadratic ●quation

GOA2 + b(k)A + c(k) = O (A16)

where

b(k) = - (fc + G08G - FofG) + GO(1+D)K2

4
c(k) = (fcgG - fGgc) - (Dft + GogG)k2 + GoDk (A17)

In order to generate spatial structures, the shape of A(k)
must look as shown in Fig. A3. That is, the system must be
stable to perturbations which are spatially uniform (k = 0),
and unstable for some interval of wavcnnmbers, k#O.
Homogeneous stability requires that RcIA(0)] < 0, which
implies that

b(o) > 0, c(f)) ~ o (A18)

i.e

-(FC + GogG - GofG) ~ O,
‘EKG g c

- fg lo (A19)

From Fig. A2 we see that

Inst:lhility l-equi~es ~hat Re[A(k)] ~ O for some
O < k <m, which is rnsurcd if

h(k) ~ () and/or c(k) I 0 for sorer 0 I k ~ CM (All)

[) ? -(;og(;/f’,:

(J)lc - GOR(;)2+ (; Df.G ‘ o
() L c
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Fig. A3. Thr dispersion relation (Eq. A16). The system
becomes linearly unstable when the traction, I,
alld/or the fiber density, Go

where the curve is Langent ~oi~~~~~s ‘“ the Pointaxis at k .
The spacing A= nf the foci are ●stimated fr~m

2nkc = 2n/Ac.


